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A NOTE From the Courageous Creativity Team
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become "curators" of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that
involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the "About
Us" page on Flying Chickadee's Web site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html
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A NOTE From the Courageous Creativity Team
2010 is drawing to a close, and what a year of discoveries, insights and shifts it has been the world over! And it's hard to
believe we're at the half-year mark with Courageous Creativity.
Through this six-month journey, we've often been asked if members of the Courageous Creativity team will also
contribute stories. Inspired by this, we decided that the year end – a festive and rejuvenating time, and also one of
taking stock – might be a good time for us to share insights from our own individual, yet intersecting paths this year. We
hope you enjoy this retrospective issue, and we look forward to continuing our journey of courage, creativity and change
with all of you in 2011.
Here's wishing you all love, creativity, health and prosperity in the New Year!
– The Courageous Creativity Team.

"THANK YOU GUYS FOR BRINGING UP BRAVE VOICES;
CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHAT COMES [NEXT] FOR THIS
PROJECT."
- Saara Ahmed

“AMAZING WORK! THE ARTICLES HAVE SO MUCH DEPTH, YET [THEY ARE] SIMPLE ENOUGH TO KEEP THEM
INTERESTING, AND THE WRITING STYLE IS SO FLUID... LOVED IT!”
- Sushmita Garimella

"I'M FLOORED. YOU'VE CREATED SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL. NOT JUST THE
CONTENT, BUT THE LAYOUT, THE VISUALS, THE COLORS …
FANTASTIC."
- Raman Narayanan

“IT ALSO TAKES A LOT OF COURAGE TO READ AND REALLY UNDERSTAND WHAT
IS WRITTEN IN THESE PAGES – [THEY ARE] THE DOORWAY TO SO MANY HEARTS
AND MINDS...”
- Amrita Madan

...ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY.
Over the last five issues, readers and contributors have shared their thoughts with us.
Here are some excerpts.

“I ENJOYED READING THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE. I ESPECIALLY LIKED THE ONE ABOUT THE
MOTHER-DAUGHTER GROUPS. WHAT A GREAT IDEA! YOU HAVE CREATED SOMETHING VERY
BEAUTIFUL. I WILL SEND THE LINK … MANY OF OUR MEMBERS MAY LIKE READING IT.”
- Colette Crawford

“…THANKS FOR EGGING ME ON ON MY QUEST FOR AUTHENTICITY BY SIMPLY HAVING THE COURAGE TO DO
SO YOURSELF. KUDOS ON STARTING COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY.”
- Sonali Gurpur

“AND THEN SUDDENLY IT'S ONLINE, AND NOW ANYONE CAN READ IT, AND I
HAVE TO BE OKAY WITH THAT…THERE IS SOMETHING REALLY HEALING AND
FREEING ABOUT SAYING IT'S SO, AND PUTTING IT OUT THERE.”
- Sabina Ansari

“[THE NOVEMBER] ISSUE … IS VERY INSIGHTFUL, AND IT IS DEFINITELY ONE I WILL
REMEMBER. IT MIRRORS SO MANY FEELINGS IN MY LIFE AND IN THE THINGS I SEE AROUND
ME, AND WHILE READING IT TODAY AFTER SCHOOL, I FELT A SENSE OF BEING PART OF
SOMETHING LARGER. THANK YOU FOR CREATING COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY!”
- Kamna Shastri

"CHANGE HAS MADE ME BELIEVE THAT NOT HAVING A PLAN IS NOT THE END
OF THE WORLD, BUT INSTEAD, CAN REVEAL HIDDEN OPPORTUNITIES."

WAIT A MINUTE, I DON'T LIKE CHANGE! SHIRIN SUBHANI
As curator/editor of Courageous Creativity, Shirin Subhani especially enjoys building a
community of contributors and readers, and coaching our youngest contributors to express their
refreshing ideas. She is passionate about the opportunities for change created when
transcending different cultures, and is hopeful that this platform will encourage many like her to
share their stories. Her personal role as a mother to two young boys, one of whom has special
needs, gives her an empathetic perspective towards nurturing early creativity.
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WAIT A MINUTE, I DON'T LIKE CHANGE! SHIRIN SUBHANI
I have always thought of myself as a person resistant to change. I have loved the routines of my life and have felt very
uncomfortable when something does not go according to plan. Well, in 2010 nothing, absolutely nothing, went as
planned!
It was not part of the plan to feel so thrown off my feet by becoming a mother of two. It was not part of the plan to edit
my first book, or to find my voice in singing lessons. It was not part of the plan to accept Autism as a new member of my
family, or for my husband and me to be without each other's support in our struggles with this new addition. It was not
part of the plan to give up my financially secure and comfortable job, start a new enterprise, and launch a beautiful
magazine that so many would enjoy!
This year, I was forced me to confront my fear of Change head on. And what I learned, to my biggest surprise, is that
Change is what helped me the most! Change has been hard but Change has helped me grow; Change has made me
strong and Change has made me believe that not having a plan is not the end of the world, but instead, can reveal
hidden opportunities.
2010 started with a new baby in the house. I was overjoyed at being a new mom again, but I found myself completely
unprepared for all of the physical and emotional struggles that came along. Over the course of this year, change has
meant learning to be more patient with myself, learning to let go, and most importantly, being okay with asking for help!
As little Arnav gets closer to his first birthday, I find that I am not struggling to breathe anymore. I've been blessed with
so many lovely people who want to help and support me. Change has meant recognizing that and not shying away from
using it.
When Shahana first asked me to edit her book 'Ten Avatars', I was really excited and couldn't wait to get started. Reality
set in with Arnav keeping me up at nights, and filling up my days with his demands. I began to doubt my editing abilities
and tried stepping away. Change meant quickly recognizing how much I did not want to leave this unique opportunity. It
meant finding snippets of time when there appeared to be none, and discovering that jotting down notes while nursing a
baby is not impossible!

"CHANGE HAS MEANT ... BEING OKAY WITH FEELING DEFEATED AT TIMES.
AND CHANGE HAS MEANT STRIVING TO LIVE EACH DAY AT A TIME,
REJOICING IN THE SMALLEST OF JOYFUL MOMENTS."

WAIT A MINUTE, I DON'T LIKE CHANGE! SHIRIN SUBHANI
I loved to sing since I was a little girl. My favorite companions during happy and sad times were Hindi songs from old
and new Bollywood movies. This year I got an opportunity to start taking Hindustani music lessons. Change meant not
being shy about my voice anymore, not waiting for the perfect moment, and learning to be okay with bringing a baby to
class, possibly disturbing the other students. Little Arnav's love for music was discovered too! Change also meant
recognizing down the road that I had too much on my plate, and needed to take a temporary break from my lessons.
In early spring my elder son, Aadit, was diagnosed with Autism. Ever since that moment, I find myself caught up in a
cycle of emotions. From sheer terror to deep disappointment, to raging anger, to incredible grief, to insurmountable guilt,
back to renewed strength to fight, to feverish hope that it will all go away, to realistic optimism that we will do the best
we can, and then back again to sheer terror. Change has meant ending the fight with all of the 'negative' emotions and
being okay with feeling defeated at times. And change has meant striving to live each day at a time, rejoicing in the
smallest of joyful moments.
My husband and I celebrated our ninth wedding anniversary this year. As we struggled to digest the news that our
firstborn was autistic, we soon realized that we had completely different ways of handling this significant challenge. For
the first time, what we were disagreeing on was so important to each of us, and neither was willing to compromise. We
found ourselves battling out the right course of action. Along the way, we stopped listening to each other, and it became
hard to have any conversation without it turning into an ugly fight. Change meant taking a step back, and remembering
that each of us loves our son so much and wants the best for him. Change meant learning to let go, to have faith, to
trust. It has meant learning that while we cope in our individual capacities, we can still hold each other's hand; we can
still keep talking and listening.

"CHANGE MEANT TAKING A STEP BACK, AND REMEMBERING THAT EACH
OF US LOVES OUR SON SO MUCH AND WANTS THE BEST FOR HIM.
CHANGE MEANT LEARNING TO LET GO, TO HAVE FAITH, TO TRUST."

WAIT A MINUTE, I DON'T LIKE CHANGE! SHIRIN SUBHANI
When my maternity leave ended, I did not feel ready to go back to work, and I could not explain it. I had been there
thirteen years, and had the most supportive team to work with. My job had been my security blanket for so long; it had
made me feel safe, comfortable and confident. Change meant accepting that at my job, I was not being the best I could
be. Change meant respecting my instincts to spend more time with my sons, so our days as a family could be less
stressful and rushed. I found myself justifying my choice to family and friends, and then feeling deeply disappointed at
not receiving their immediate comprehension and support. Change meant realizing that it was ME I was trying to
rationalize with; it was my own approval that I was seeking! Change meant giving myself time to be at peace with my
choice.
As if by some mysterious, higher plan, Flying Chickadee was born soon after I left my job. A writing platform for
transcultural writers! So exciting and so much to look forward to! So much work as well. For a couple of days I was
swimming in feelings of self-doubt. Change at that moment meant prioritizing the feeling of creative satisfaction,
acknowledging how lucky I was to have a spouse who completely supported me, and realizing that it was now up to me.
I struggled with the thought that my new venture would take time away from my family. Change meant realizing that if I
am not present for myself, I really can't be present for anyone else. I soon discovered that now that I was the master of
my own time, I could find balance.
And before we knew it, we were working on our very first issue of Courageous Creativity! We started with limited leads
for our contributors, and with only an inkling that people would be interested in reading these stories of courage,
creativity and change. Change meant completely believing in something, and giving it our very best without worrying
about outcomes. It meant taking a small step at a time, and having goals but not letting them become constraints. As far
as my worries about time, I soon found that after putting Aadit and Arnav to bed, I could stay up for hours editing articles,
reaching out to new contributors and thinking of different ideas, never feeling like the work was draining me!

"I STRUGGLED WITH THE THOUGHT THAT MY NEW VENTURE WOULD TAKE TIME
AWAY FROM MY FAMILY. CHANGE MEANT REALIZING THAT IF I AM NOT
PRESENT FOR MYSELF, I REALLY CAN'T BE PRESENT FOR ANYONE ELSE."

WAIT A MINUTE, I DON'T LIKE CHANGE! SHIRIN SUBHANI
When I left my job, I was afraid of possibly being isolated and consumed by the daily chores of being a new mom.
Change has meant leveraging Courageous Creativity to connect with many, many inspiring people, their stories and their
ideas. Change has meant trusting that people really want to share powerful, transformative stories, and encouraging and
motivating them to do just that. Change meant learning the hard lessons of editing: suggesting (sometimes ruthless)
modifications and cuts to content, sometimes starting over, and sometimes saying no when an article does not fit our
vision and values. Change has also meant taking responsibility and checking at every turn if I am practicing in my own
life everything we stand for through the zine!
2010 has been an intense year of Change; a year of Evolution for me as a friend put it. I am not sure if I can say I
welcome Change; what I can say is I am no longer afraid of Change. I do go through brief moments of panic each time a
piece of the puzzle of my life is moved: what if it doesn't fit in the right place? But I try to breathe through those
moments and say - so what? I can move it again and keep moving it until I do find the right place for it! Being
courageous is not about being fearless, but doing it all in spite of the fear. So, here I am: still smiling; still learning; still
evolving; still trying to be courageously creative!

"I DO GO THROUGH BRIEF MOMENTS OF PANIC EACH TIME A PIECE OF
THE PUZZLE OF MY LIFE IS MOVED … BEING COURAGEOUS IS NOT ABOUT
BEING FEARLESS, BUT DOING IT ALL IN SPITE OF THE FEAR."

"THROUGH ALL OF THESE EXPERIENCES, I DISCOVERED THE RECIPE TO MY OWN
HAPPINESS…I REALIZED THE SIMPLE NOTION THAT I CAN CREATE MY OWN LIFE."

A SUMMER OF SELF-DISCOVERY OLIVA MESSER
Olivia Messer copy-edits for Courageous Creativity. She is a Humanistic Studies major and a
Communication Studies minor at McGill University. Olivia has been Editor-In-Chief of her high
school's newspaper The Nomad and of The Hague International Model United Nations' MUNITY
daily publication. Currently, as the Illustrations Editor of The McGill Daily, she spends her time
painting, illustrating, writing, and reading.
Some of her visual art can be viewed at http://oliviamesser.tumblr.com
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A SUMMER OF SELF-DISCOVERY OLIVA MESSER
The summer of 2010 was one of revelations: I discovered the key to my own happiness, my love for print media, and the
possibilities my life can promise. These discoveries were not easy to make; they followed a year of somber and tedious
personal transition.
Last year was my first in college, and I did all of the things that a freshman is supposed to do. I made new friends, had a
lot of fun, and discovered new things about myself. But it was kind of a rough year, with a lot of personal growth and
conflict. While much of this is expected, and for that matter encouraged with newly acquired independence, the
transition was significantly harder than I had anticipated. This wasn't because of moving or meeting new people, which I
had already done many times before; there were simply obstacles I could not have foreseen.
By the time I went home for the summer, I still wasn't sure what I wanted to major in. I hadn't been able to find an
internship that I could afford to participate in, or worked with my schedule. While my grades were fine, they weren't
great. I had acquired many wonderful friendships, but none I believed to be profound. Worse still, I knew that returning
home meant four long months of the same part-time, underpaid job I had been exhaustingly bored and under-stimulated
by the summer before. I had lost all confidence in myself intellectually and physically, and I was unhappy. I was stressed
from looming emotional conflicts, and without direction. My first month home was miserable.
However, my job, which was teaching three to five-year-olds to read and count, proved to be an unexpected opportunity
for growth. Not only do five-year-olds leave you laughing all day, but they say things so obvious that you haven't even
noticed them. It actually took a three-year-old to remind me that going abroad to Montreal for college was a really
unique opportunity for learning (and also, just sounds really cool).

"…MY [SUMMER] JOB … PROVED TO BE AN UNEXPECTED OPPORTUNITY FOR
GROWTH. NOT ONLY DO FIVE-YEAR-OLDS LEAVE YOU LAUGHING ALL DAY, BUT
THEY SAY THINGS SO OBVIOUS THAT YOU HAVEN'T EVEN NOTICED THEM."

A SUMMER OF SELF-DISCOVERY OLIVA MESSER
About another month into my summer, I started running. I'm not exactly an athlete, so at first my 'running' was really more
like walking. Then it was a lot of walking, really fast and over long distances, then walk-runs, then running (you get the
idea). I melted off more than fat, though; I melted off bad feelings, self-consciousness, and fear until all that was left was a
concentrated combination of focus and belief in myself.
It was around this time I realized that what I really wanted to do with my life was not only incredibly obvious, but within
reach. I had spent nearly all of my time during the academic year working at the school newspaper, and had even been
elected as an editor. It became impossible not to realize that I should, of course, be doing the one thing that I had already
elected to dedicate all of my time and effort towards. I already knew that I loved writing, editing, designing, and
constructing all kinds of print. Why had that been so difficult for me to put together? I decided to cater my curriculum
towards communication studies and writing intensive subjects, and began looking at graduate programs for publishing
and journalism. I found programs that made me more excited and more hopeful than I had thought possible. Of course,
from that point I became interested in being involved in more publications, and Courageous Creativity came along. By now
I was eating more healthily, had a newfound idea of what I wanted to do after college, and was discovering new facets of
myself by which I could make my life eclectic, beautiful, and fulfilling. I was studying new languages, painting again, and
even rekindling old friendships. And when I began to have many more passionate discussions about life, society, and
communication, I rediscovered what I was capable of intellectually. I was interesting. I was smart.
Through all of these experiences, I discovered the recipe to my own happiness. Through the catharsis of running, I realized
the simple notion that I can create my own life. I'm responsible for how I feel and what I look like, but more importantly, I
can create my own direction (both literally and metaphorically). I can fill my time with art classes and illustrating, running
and yoga, intellectually stimulating discourse, and writing and publishing. There's just no reason not to.

"I HAD SPENT NEARLY ALL… ACADEMIC YEAR WORKING AT THE SCHOOL
NEWSPAPER … IT BECAME IMPOSSIBLE NOT TO REALIZE THAT I SHOULD ...
BE DOING THE ONE THING THAT I HAD ALREADY ELECTED TO DEDICATE ALL OF
MY TIME AND EFFORT TOWARDS."

A SUMMER OF SELF-DISCOVERY OLIVA MESSER
Learning all of this has changed my, still very young, outlook on life. Balance, a concept I had always previously
dismissed as unnecessary, is really all I needed to find. There's this novelty in college associated with giving up
everything for your schoolwork. It's 'cool' or 'hardcore' to pull all-nighters and starve yourself for the sake of your
studies. But this sacrifice of happiness and health is not what makes a good student, and it's not what makes a
successful one. As a result, my return to school has been focused toward keeping my balance.
Now that it's cold outside, I've taken up hot yoga as a supplement to my running. This may actually be the best thing
that's happened to me in the past year. At my studio, practice begins with savasana, a lying pose where the focus is
relaxation. The idea is to allow all expectations to disappear before any of the exertion even begins. Then, as we get
warmed up, we set an intention to the practice. My intentions are independence and happiness. I spend the whole sixty
or ninety minutes meditating on those two ideas while dripping profusely with sweat, and I quite literally feel like I'm
melting away all of my anxiety, dependence, and fear.
It's not perfect, though; meditating doesn't come naturally to me. I normally start planning the rest of my day right there
in the middle of my savasana, and many times, my practice doesn't go very well. But the challenge gives me a sense of
accomplishment, and the more that I practice, the better I get. The way I've come to see it is that if I can control my
breath in yoga, I can also control my thoughts, and if I can control my thoughts, I can control my life. I find this incredibly
empowering, and there's a quote from Hester Chapone that I feel beautifully describes the sentiment: "Virtue and
happiness are not obtained by chance, nor by a cold languid approbation; they must be sought with ardor, attended to
with diligence, and every assistance must be eagerly embraced that may enable to you to attain them."
There are a few other phrases I've collected over the past months. Om Namah Shivaya and Kalos kai agathos are both
mantras that have made positive impacts on my life. The former is a meditation mantra that varies in interpretation, but
roughly means, "I honor the divinity which resides within me." The latter is an ancient Greek idiomatic phrase used in
literature to represent the combination of the good and the beautiful.

"THERE'S THIS NOVELTY IN COLLEGE … IT'S 'COOL' OR 'HARDCORE' TO PULL
ALL-NIGHTERS AND STARVE YOURSELF FOR THE SAKE OF YOUR STUDIES. BUT
THIS SACRIFICE OF HAPPINESS AND HEALTH IS NOT WHAT MAKES A GOOD
STUDENT…"

A SUMMER OF SELF-DISCOVERY OLIVA MESSER
In other words, it is the perfect balance between the cultivation of the mind and the body. These quotes, phrases, and
mantras all serve as reminders of my ability to create my own life. I can provide my own happiness, remain balanced,
and achieve anything I focus on. I'm convinced that no matter how depressed I ever might get, I have the capacity to pull
myself out of it. But this is only possible as long as I remember to have faith in myself.
After this exhausting and rejuvenating summer, I feel like I've climbed a metaphorical mountain. My return to school was
quite honestly nothing short of euphoric, and I feel that is entirely to do with my active participation in the creation of my
own happiness. I realize my weaknesses, but I make sure not to forget my strengths. Where the mere thought of my
grade point average made me break out into hives last April, I now study with the knowledge that sometimes classes
don't work out. I guess, though, that this awareness was all I needed. Not only am I the most fit I've ever been, and the
most excited about journalism (what with working thirty hours a week on the school paper and copy-editing for
Courageous Creativity), but I'm also making better grades than ever before, and genuinely enjoying my life.

"…THE WAY I'VE COME TO SEE IT IS THAT IF I CAN CONTROL MY BREATH IN
YOGA, I CAN ALSO CONTROL MY THOUGHTS, AND IF I CAN CONTROL MY
THOUGHTS, I CAN CONTROL MY LIFE."

Pratham USA
Every Child in School and Learning Well

Give the gift of learning!
http://www.PrathamUSA.org
info@prathamUSA.org
9703 Richmond Ave, Suite 102, Houston, TX 77042
Ph: 866 -Pratham, (713) 774– 9599
Fed Tax ID: 76-0620808
Pratham USA is a 501(c )(3) non-profit organization.

"I DON'T KNOW IF I AM THE SEEDLING OF A BANYAN TREE, BUT I'M
DELIGHTED WITH THE DAILY, DELIBERATE, NATURAL AND CREATIVE
PROCESS OF GROWING INTO THE TREE THAT I INNATELY AM, AND
CAN BEST BE FOR THE WORLD."

BEING THE [BANYAN] TREE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
As curator/editor of Courageous Creativity, Shahana Dattagupta especially enjoys coaching
people to write through their fears, and connecting ideas to create a master narrative from the
individual stories in the zine. She believes that creative expression is the source of healing,
empowerment and transformation, so she hopes that this will be a place for many to locate and
cultivate their creative energy.
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BEING THE [BANYAN] TREE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
A magical seed: singular talent and potential
Sometime in 2008, my friend and colleague Ana said to me, "You can't be a seedling of a mango tree and turn into an
apple tree, you know! You MUST grow into the mango tree!" Ana's words were reminding me to reconnect with my
essential truths, and examine if I was authentically nurturing my true potential. It's taken me more than two years to do
so, and 2010 has finally opened the door!
Infertile soil: the importance of fit
I had a fabulous, nearly decade-long career as a design strategist within a large, global design firm. I learned and taught
many things, and had opportunities to shape entire courses – of the firm, of clients, and ultimately, of the human beings
inhabiting the spaces we envisioned, designed and built together.
Yet, from day-one I felt like a gawky misfit. I couldn't bring myself to sit at a cubicle desk for eight hours, playing with a
mouse or staring at a computer screen, if I didn't understand or participate in the bigger picture. I had limited patience
for standing meetings or sitting meetings or status updates or state-of-the-firm meetings. I didn't understand corporate
politics, or why I was constantly being asked to change the very attributes that were my strengths in winning projects
and clients' hearts, and doing meaningful work. My language was different, my way of seeing and doing things was
different, and of course my sociocultural background was different … it seemed that the only way to survive was to
chip, chip, chip away at the square peg to fit the round hole. The majority of my time was spent without harnessing the
full extent of my energy, my intelligence or my talents. What had happened to the little girl who used to paint, sing,
stage-act, write, debate, design, dance, play volleyball and run track…? At first I was confused and frustrated, and
eventually I became depressed and angry.
Today, insightful and creative education reformers and business minds like Sir Ken Robinson and Seth Godin are urgently
reminding us that our education (and employment) systems are still ingrained with the demands of the industrial
revolution, training us to become units in an assembly line rather than nurturing the seeds of unique talent and potential
that we all are.

"…THE COST OF FORCIBLY PLANTING OURSELVES IN UNMATCHED SOIL –
WHETHER IN WORK OR RELATIONSHIPS – CAN BE HUGE; IT CAN BE THE
DEATH OF A UNIQUE, MAGICAL, CREATIVE SEED."

BEING THE [BANYAN] TREE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
As a result many of us doggedly force-fit ourselves or work around the norm, the 'givens', the extant circumstances.
Unfortunately, the cost of forcibly planting ourselves unmatched soil – whether in work or relationships – can be huge; it
can be the death of a unique, magical, creative seed.
Hibernation: the value of being still
Among many godsends and signposts came Ana's wise words, and I realized I was trying to force myself to become a
different tree than of which I was a seedling. So, in mid-2008, I took a three-month sabbatical to do a Vipassana
meditation course, and to re-engage with some of my core talents. I kept it simple – I was going to write, paint and sing.
In those three months, everything changed – inside and outside. After the ten days of Vipassana – sitting with silence of
mind, body and speech – every cell of my body arrived at the clear and unequivocal realization that I didn't want to go
back. Simultaneously, the economy came crashing down and when I returned to talk to my employers, I found that my
job as I had left it was no longer available to me. Together we had found a fit!
Watering the seed: committing to daily creativity
2009 was spent richly reconnecting with my talents (and getting a business education, both formally and informally). By
the end of that year, I had begun writing prolifically and teaching vocal music, performed in two stage productions,
applied my strategic abilities for social causes, and seen a house I had designed for my parents in India through
construction and completion. This was a period of committing to daily creativity – through craft, through body, through
insight, through service – and through it all of discovering what it means to make a life before making a living.

"THIS WAS A PERIOD OF COMMITTING TO DAILY CREATIVITY – THROUGH
CRAFT, THROUGH BODY, THROUGH INSIGHT, THROUGH SERVICE – AND
THROUGH IT ALL, DISCOVERING WHAT IT MEANS TO MAKE A LIFE
BEFORE MAKING A LIVING."

BEING THE [BANYAN] TREE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
Germination: connecting with the world
But it was 2010 that really turned the key. Was I "interacting with the market" in a meaningful way? This is the
challenge Seth Godin threw at me through his book Linchpin, in January 2010. When you interact with an audience is
when your art is really born; art isn't art until it takes your personal gift and changes lives, Seth reminded me and a
zillion others, with startling clarity.
I put down Linchpin and I made my choice. I was going to complete my collection of short stories and publish them as a
book. Three months of hard work later, Ten Avatars was born on March 29, 2010. Thus launched my 'writing career', not
by receiving a prize or a grant or a signing bonus or any other form of permission, but by making the simple choice to
connect my art with others, and following through to make it happen.
Many miraculous things unfolded thereafter. Through a partnership with Shirin to create an independent publishing
platform for transcultural writers, Flying Chickadee was born. The Seattle community received my book with open
hearts, and some of the most poignant and powerful moments came when people told me I had touched their hearts
with this story or that one, or that I had inspired them to heed their own true inner callings. There it was – my work
interacting with the market, impacting lives!
Growth: proliferation through community
By the end of May I already had the urge to scale. I had always wanted to connect ideas and build something larger than
myself – a community of creatives with a sense of belonging and synergy. Shirin and I knew that there were many like
us who, in spite of the conditioning of traditional education and employment, had discovered and begun harnessing their
essential talents, and who were willing to share their insights to touch, move and inspire others. And we hoped that the
process of telling their stories would nurture these 'seedlings', so they could continue growing into the trees that they
really are. So, we conceived of the idea of a small, sharp, beautiful and insightful magazine whose mission was to reveal
the courageous paths of those who have located their unique talents or ways of seeing things, and have begun to impact
the world with their singularities – in small or big ways.

"THUS LAUNCHED MY 'WRITING CAREER', NOT BY RECEIVING A PRIZE OR
A GRANT OR A SIGNING BONUS OR ANY OTHER FORM OF PERMISSION,
BUT BY MAKING THE SIMPLE CHOICE TO CONNECT MY ART WITH
OTHERS…"

BEING THE [BANYAN] TREE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
My ex-colleague –incredibly creative and socially-entrepreneurial designer, Samuel Stubblefield – joined us, and so,
Courageous Creativity was born in mid-July. And we began sharing transcultural stories of courage, creativity and
change!
By October, I began working on the latter chapters of my next book, "Thrive: Transcending Survival". Concurrently, I was
invited to direct 2011's Yoni ki Baat – the South Asian adaptation of Eve Ensler's Vagina Monologues. Yoni ki Baat has
grown in the unique direction of sourcing true stories of sexuality and womanhood from local South Asian women. So I
found an opportunity to translate my extensive participatory design experience from my corporate employment days, to
develop a series of story-building workshops for this socially motivated cause. I envision bringing forth stories that make
emotional connections and change lives, not 'polished writing' as traditionally defined. To everyone's amazement,
authentic and powerful storytelling is emerging from these workshops, from women who otherwise may not consider
themselves writers.
Realization: meaningful storytelling to change lives
So, here I am, at the end of 2010. And what has emerged from it may look like a writing-and-coaching career – but
really, the underlying thread is meaningful storytelling to change lives. Stories help us emote and connect. They help us
remember, and they inspire us to act. Their witnessing can have healing and transformative effects. And most
importantly, they help us build communities of shared experience, inspiration and value; after all, it is 'story' that fuels
the tenacious, sustained power of the great religions of the world!
Back to my friend Ana's reminder, perhaps I am a plant that helps to connect and change lives through meaningful
storytelling. I have always loved the banyan tree. It provides the coolest shade, it is ancient, it takes years and years to
build its wisdom, and as it does so, it reconnects with the very Earth it grows out of, to give back, to take fresh root, to
build further connections. It is the tree of enlightenment, the tree under which The Buddha meditated to discover the
truth of human suffering. I don't know if I am the seedling of a banyan tree, but I'm delighted with the daily, deliberate,
natural and creative process of growing into the tree that I innately am, and can best be for the world.

"I ENVISION BRINGING FORTH STORIES THAT MAKE EMOTIONAL
CONNECTIONS AND CHANGE LIVES …"

"SEEING RASH THINKING AND NARROW-MINDEDNESS … IN A MORE REAL
WAY EMPOWERED ME TO MAKE STRONGER CONNECTIONS WITH OTHERS,
AND STRIVE TO UNDERSTAND THEM MORE COMPLETELY BEFORE HAVING
ANY SORT OF CONVICTIONS."

OUR APOLOGIES TO CHINA SAMUEL STUBBLEFIELD
Samuel Stubblefield does graphic and experience design for Courageous Creativity. (He also
contributes his original photography to the graphic content.) Sam operates a small experiential
design firm in downtown Seattle, creates large-scale public art, and is involved with several artcentric, non-profit orgs and startup firms.
For more visit www.samuelstubblefield.com
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OUR APOLOGIES TO CHINA SAMUEL STUBBLEFIELD
The installation, Our Apologies to China (And Other Belated Regrets), was created to spark conversation around the
filtering of information. It asks viewers to consider their personal definition of understanding. Most importantly, it asks
if we should be decisive when we are limited to second-hand information. For example, I knew that racism and sexism
are disgusting, but had almost no direct experience with either.
Through this piece, technically, these questions about understanding are brought forward by the simple fact that the
viewer needs to stand in the correct position to be able to decipher the message. Without repositioning themselves to
gain the clear vantage point, the viewer can never be sure what the message beneath the fabric (filter) is. Since the
message is unclear, the viewer needs to explore the piece until the right angle is found. When the viewer finally finds
the correct vantage point, the message is revealed. In other words, in this piece, as in life, effort and clarity are directly
related, while lack of effort leaves a lack of understanding.
The piece was created midway through 2010. This time was key because the driver for the creation of the piece was
pulled from a solid year of studying and witnessing specific consequences of poor (mis)information filtering, specifically
related to a lack of understanding tied to an abundance of conviction. It was perhaps the first time in my life that I had
seen consequences of this type abuse firsthand and in such detail. What is more, 2010 was the first time that I had any
sort of glimpse into what it must be like to be treated in, for example, a sexist or racist way. It was interesting and
terrifying.
The fear of being subject to the thoughts of others was short-lived, as it was quickly overshadowed by the realization
that I would much rather be the victim of a thoughtless person, group, organization or state, rather than being
thoughtless myself. Overcoming the fear was incredibly empowering. The power became action which fueled
numerous artistic endeavors and countless personal relationships. Seeing rash thinking and narrow-mindedness (sadly,
my own, in some cases) in a more real way empowered me to make stronger connections with others, and strive to
understand them more completely before having any sort of convictions. This piece, along with the effort put into this
zine, are just two of many products born from newfound excitement for truly understanding others.

"TECHNICALLY, THESE QUESTIONS ABOUT UNDERSTANDING ARE BROUGHT
FORWARD BY THE SIMPLE FACT THAT THE VIEWER NEEDS TO STAND IN THE
CORRECT POSITION TO BE ABLE TO DECIPHER THE MESSAGE."

OUR APOLOGIES TO CHINA SAMUEL STUBBLEFIELD

"OUR APOLOGIES TO CHINA (AND OTHER BELATED REGRETS)"
INSTALLATION
.75M X 3.2M
Cast Acrylic, LED Lighting, Fabric, Acrylic Polymer Emulsion, Die-Cut Translucent Film
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